ATTENTION CONTRACTORS:

Beginning immediately, all requests for classifications are to be made using the UPDATED DPMC-27 Request for Classification Application as found on this website, revised November 2018.

Please note there is a NEW TRADE CODE implemented by the revised application, C042 – Fire Suppression Systems. This trade is defined by the DPMC as follows: A system that utilizes a combination of dry chemicals, gaseous or foam agents to suppress equipment fires. Types of suppression systems may be: 1) FM 200 Fire Suppression – ideal for computer rooms, museums, and historical archives; 2) Carbon Dioxide – a gas agent used for printing presses, spray booths, and flammable liquid storage areas; 3) Wet Chemical – vapor foam ideal for kitchen applicants; 4) Dry Chemical – used to extinguish flames caused by flammable and combustible liquids, such as mechanical rooms and furnace rooms.

Should you have any questions or concerns, please contact the Contractor Classification Unit at (609) 633-2725 or (609) 292-8460.